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Time is never altered without consequences.
It leaves a trace - an echo - of what could have been.
Hannah Simpson, a community college student and waitress at her uncle&#x2019;s
bar in Southwest Missouri, doesn't know what she wants from life. Or that she holds
the key to the survival &#x2013; or the destruction &#x2013; of all creation.
The day she meets Eric Venice - an enigmatic man with mysterious powers - he
saves her life from a time-twisting attacker. Leaving bodies and confusion in their
wake, Hannah is pulled into the middle of a struggle to save the universe from a
maniacal menace bent on erasing reality.
As they race from Earth to alien planets in the future and back again she starts to
doubt whose side Eric is on. Should she trust him, or the Percy Quade, a man who
swears Eric is dangerous?
As she learns the powerful secret of her existence, Hannah's final actions will either
heal the fragmented timeline and set everything right . . . or destroy it all.
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